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UNIT – I
BASIC CONCEPT OF MACRO ECONOMICS

Introduction
Meaning of Macro Economics-Difference between micro and macro EconomicsImportance and Limitations of Macro Economic analysis
 Economics is broadly classified into micro economics and macro economics.
 The term “macro” was first coined by Ragnar Frisch in 1933.
 Macro Economics is also known as “Theory of Income and Employment”.
Meaning & Definition OF Macro Economics:
Write the meaning and definitions of macro economics? ( Nov 2016 & 2018)
The word “Macro” was derived from the “Greek” word “Makros” which means long or
large. Macro Economics is the study of aggregates or averages of total economy such as total
national income, total employment, total output, total investment, total consumption, total
savings, aggregate supply and demand, general price level and wage level.
According to Prof. Boulding “Macro Economics does not deal with individual quantities
as such but with the aggregate of these quantities, not with individual income but with
individual income not with individual price but with general price level not with individual
output but with national output”
According to Denburg “Macro economic analysis attempts to explain how the levels of
the principal macro economic variables- the employment rate, growth of real output and the
rate of price inflation move over time”.
Prof. Carl Shapiro, “Macroeconomics deals with the functioning of the economy as a
whole”,
J.L Hansan “ Macro economics is that branch of economics which considers the
relationship between large aggregated such as volume of employment, total amount of savings,
investment , national income etc.,”
Macro Economics includes the following concepts, they are
a. National income and output.
b. General price level
c. Balance of payments
d. Balance of trade
e. External value of money
f. Savings and investment
g. Employment and economic growth
Scope And Subject Matter Of Macro Economics:
Explain the scope of macroeconomics? (Nov 2017 &April 2018)
Macro Economics includes the following subject matter:
a. The factors that determines the level of employment and national income, i.e Economic
Growth
b. To determine the general price level
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c.
d.
e.
f.

The factors that cause fluctuations in economic activities .i,e Business cycles
To calculate total savings and investment
Macro-economic theory of Distribution
Balance of trade and balance of payments

The following are the macro economic theory of distribution:
Macro Economic Theory

Theory of
income and
Employment
Theory of
consumption

Theory of
general price
level and
inflation
Theory of
investment

Theory of
economic
growth

Macro theories
of distribution

Theory of business
cycles

1. THEORY OF INCOME AND EMPLOYMENT
The formulation of income and employment level is done and study of consumption
function, investment function, multiplier and accelerator also.
2. THEORY OF GENERAL PRICE LEVEL
In the formulation of the general price level is studied and problems related to inflation,
deflation are the important subject matter of macroeconomics.
3. THEORY OF DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING
For a fast and balanced development, developing countries apply many economic
theories. So the study of process and theories of economic development and planning is also
importance subject matter of the macroeconomics.
4. THEORY OF BUSINESS CYCLES
In macroeconomics is study the business cycles of the economy is done. The factor of
boom and depression in the trade cycle, their effects and removal of these effects are studied
in macroeconomics.
5. THEORY OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND FOREIGN EXCHANGE
It is also a subject matter of macro Economics. Under its theory of international trade,
terms of trade, determination of foreign exchange rates are studied.
6. THEORY OF PUBLIC FINANCE
In it the study of theories, policies and effects relates to government income,
expenditure, loan etc are done.
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7. PRINCIPLES OF MONEY AND BANKING
In macro economic theories are related money and banking, monetary and credit
system, functions of the central bank and other banks and international finance are studied.
8. MACRO-THEORY OF DISTRIBUTION
In macro economics study of distribution of wages and profits in national income is
done
DifferenceBetween Micro And Macro Economics
Distinguish between micro and macro economics?( Nov 2016,2017,& 2018)
Sr
1.

Micro ECONOMICS

Macro ECONOMICS

Micro economics deals with the small Macro economics deals with the total or
units in the economy.
aggregates of the economy.

2.

It provides microscopic view of the It provides macroscopic view of the
economy
economy.

3.

Price is the main determination of Income is the major determination of macro
micro economics.
economics.

4.

It is concerned with partial equilibrium It is concerned with general equilibrium
analysis.
analysis.

5.

It is based on the assumption of full It assumes the emergence of under
employment.
employment.

6.

It is a static analysis.

It is a dynamic analysis.

7.

Micro economics concerned with the
determination of prices of various
commodities, factors of production and
allocation of resources.
It gives a worm’s –eye view of the
economy.

Macro economics focuses on utilization of
resources, particularly the level of
employment and general level of prices.

9.

Micro means a tree in a forest.

Macro means a whole forest.

10.

It takes a bottom up approach.

It takes a top-down approach.

8.

It gives bird’s eye view of the economy.

Importance / Significance/Essentials OfMacro Economics
Analyse the importance of Macro Economics? (Nov 2017& April 2018)
The study of macro economics is helpful in the following ways;
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1) To understand the economy
2) Helps in monetary policies
3) To make international comparisons
4) To solve economic problems
5) Business cycles
6) Development of microeconomic theories:
7) To study micro economics
8) Performance of an economy
9) Dynamic aspects of the economy
10) Analysis of unemployment
1.To understand the economy:
Macro economics is useful to understand the functions of modern economic system
which is complex and complicated. Our main economic problems are related to the behavior of
total income, output, employment and general price level. It gives a bird’s eye view of the
whole economy.
2.Helps in monetary policies:
Many monetary problems like inflation and deflation etc., can be analysed with the help
of macro approach and controlled by adopting the appropriate monetary policy.
3.To make international comparisons
The measurement of national income, output and Employment helps us to compare one
country with another. Macro economics provides necessary for such conditions.
4.To solve economic problems
It helps to solve economic problems like poverty, employment, inflation and deflation
etc. , whole solution is possible at macro level only., i.e., at the level of whole economy
5.Analysis of trade cycles
The importance of macro economics lies in finding the causes for business cycles and
providing remedial measures.
6.To study micro economics
Macro economics is a indispensible for the study of micro Economics. i.e the demand for
a particular product cannot be analysed without analysing aggregate demand as a whole.
7.Development of microeconomic theories:
The study of macro economics is indispensible for the purpose of building and
development micro economics. i.e the law of diminishing marginal utility could not have been
formulated without the macro investigation.
8.Performance of an economy
Macroeconomics helps us to review the overall performance of the economy in
different spheres.
9.Dynamic aspects of the economy
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Macro economics helps us to study the dynamic aspect of the economy. It explains the
changes in the national income, employment, aggregate demand and supply etc.
10) Analysis of unemployment
Macro economics is useful to analyze the problems and solutions of unemployment problems
in whole economy.
LimitationsOfMacro Economics:
Explain the limitations of macro Economics?(Nov 2016 & 2017)
1. Under the macro economics, in comparison toindividual units a group of unit is given
more importance. The greater danger of macro economics is excessive generalization
from the individual experience to the economy as a whole.
2. Under macroeconomics measurements of aggregates become very difficult. The reason
is that they are numerous items in a group.
3. Aggregate variables from the economic system may not be important necessarily .
4. An aggregate tendency may not be influenced all the Sectors in the economy in the
same manner. For example, general rise in price level may not affect all the sections.
5. Macroeconomics explains the functioning of an economy in abstract and precise terms.
6. It makes macroeconomics models unsuitable for use due to changes in significant
variables from time to time and one situation to another.
7. The measurement of macroeconomic concepts involves a number of statistical and
conceptual difficulties.
University Important Onewords
1) The word “macro” was coined by
a) Keynes
b) Marshall c) Adam smith

d) Ragnar Frisch

2) The word “macro” was derived from which language?
a) Greek b) Latin
c) English
d) French
3) “ The General Theory of employment, interest and money” is an example of
a) Micro Economics b) Macro Economics c) Monetary Economics
d) All the above
4) Macro Economics is Concerned with
a) Partial Equilibrium analysis b) General equilibrium analysis
c) Both [a] and [b]
d) None
5) “ The General Theory of employment, interest and money” was written by
a) Adam smith
b) Alfred Marshall
c) J.B. say
c) J.M. Keynes
6) The greatest danger of macro economics is
a) Study of small parts
b) study of micro economic problems
c) Study of individual family budget d)excessive generalization
7) Macro Economics is indispensible for the study of
a) Micro Economics
b) International Economics
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c) Monetary economics

d) Fiscal economics

8) The term Macro Economics was first introduced by
a) Marshall
b) Keynesc) Say
d) Smith
9) “ The General Theory of employment, interest and money” was published in the year
a) 1956
b) 1926 c) 1936 d) 1966
10) Macro Economics assumes
a) Under employment
b) Full employment

c) unemployment

d) all the above
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UNIT – II
NATIONAL INCOME
The concept- definition and meaning –components of national income- Gross Domestic
product (GDP), Gross National Product (GNP)-, Net National Product (NNP) – Personal Income,
Disposable income and percapita income- Measurement of National Income – Importance of
National Income- Difficulties in calculating National Income
Meaning Of National Income:
National Income means the total value of goods and services produced in a country
during one year. In other words, the total amount of income accruing to a country from
economic activities in a one year is known as National Income. It includes payments made to all
resources in the form of wages, interest, rent and profits.
Definition of National Income:
According to the National Income committee of India, “A national income estimates
measure the volume of commodities and services turned out – during a given period counted
with one year”
Gardner Ackley defines “National Income is the sum of all a) wages, salaries
commissions, bonus and other forms of income, b) net income from rentals and royalties, c)
Interest d) Profit
Prof. Lipsey and Chrystal say that national income, in general, is the value of the nation’s
total output and the value of the income generated by the production of that output.
Simon Kuznets defines national income as the net output of commodities and services
flowing during the year from the countries productive system in the hands of the ultimate
consumers.
According to Alfred Marshall, “The labour and capital of country acting on its natural
resources produce annually a certain net aggregate of commodities, material and immaterial
including services of all kinds. This is the true net annual income or revenue of the country or
national dividend”.
Concepts of National Income:
What are the basic concepts of national income? (Nov 2017)
The following are the important concepts of national income
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Gross National Product (GNP)
Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
Net national income (NNP)
Personal Income
Disposable Income
Percapita Income
Domestic Income
Real Income

Gross National Product (GNP):
Gross National Product is the value of goods and services produced in the economy in a
given year. In other words, it refers to the total amount of goods and services produced in a
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country for one year.
A) GNP at market price:
GNP at market price can be expressed as follows:
GNP = GDP-NET FACTOR INCOME PAYMENTS FROM
ABROAD

GNP at market price= C+I+G+(X-M) +(R-M)

C = Consumption
I= Investment
G= Government expenditure
X= Exports
M= Imports
R= Receipts
P= Payments

B) GNP at factor cost
GNP at factor cost is the sum of the money value of the income produced by
and accruing various factors of production in one year in a country. It includes the taxes also.
GNP at Factor cost= GNP at market price + Subsidies – Indirect taxes
Gross Domestic Product (GDP):
GDP refers to the value of aggregate product generated from the territory of
a country. It is a part of aggregate product of a country may accrue to people abroad who have
invested in the industrial enterprises of the country. These people abroad are entitled to
receive profits, interest, and dividends from these enterprises.
GDP= GNP+ net factors income payments abroad
Net National Income (NNP):
NNP is the market value of all final goods and services after providing for
depreciation. When charges for depreciation are deducted from the GNP we get NNP at market
price.

NNP= GNP - Depreciation
Net National Product at Factor Cost
It is the sum of all incomes earned by resources for their
contribution of land, labour, capital an organization which goes into the year’s net production.
In other words, it is the sum total of all income payments made to the factors in the forms of
rent, wages, interest and profit.
NNP at Factor cost= Wages and salaries+ Gross profit+ Rent+ Interest earnings+ Factors payments
from abroad
In other words,
NNP at factor cost = NNP at market price + Subsidies – Indirect
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Personal Income:
Personal Income is the total income received by the individuals of a country
from all sources before payment of direct taxes in one year. Personal income derived from
national income by deducting undisturbed corporate profits, profit taxes and employees
contributions to social security schemes.
Personal Income= Private Income – Undisturbed corporate profits – profit taxes

Personal Income = National income - undisturbed corporate profits – Profit taxes – social security
Contribution +Transfer payments + Interest on public debt

Disposable Income:
What is disposable Income (April 2018)
Disposable Income is the actual income available for consumption by individuals and
families.
From the personal income if we deduct personal taxes like income taxes, personal
property taxes etc is called Disposable Income.
Disposable Income = Personal income- personal taxes
Disposable income can be either consumed or saved. Therefore,
Disposable Income = Consumption + savings
Percapita Income:
The average income of the people in country in a particular year is called percapita income. It
represents income per head per annum.

Percapita Income = National income
Total population
Domestic Income:
Domestic income includes the income of both residents and non-residence with in the country.
Real Income:
It is the income of individuals or nations after adjusting for inflation. It is calculating by dividing
nominal income by the price level.
Real income = Nominal income
Price level
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Measurement of National Income:
Methods of measuring national income in India? (April 2018)
The following four methods are the methods of calculating national income.
1. Product method
2. Income method
3. Expenditure method
4. Value added method
1) Product method:
Under this method the value of all goods and services produced during a year is added
up to find national income.
In this method economy is divided into several categories such as agriculture, mining,
industries, transport, communication, insurance companies, lawyers, doctors, teachers etc.,
only final goods and services are included the intermediary goods and services are left out.
2) Income method:
In this method all incomes accruing to the various factors of production are added to
find national income. National income is calculated by adding up the rent of land, wages and
salaries of employees, interest on capital, profit of entrepreneurs and self-employed peoples.
NY= Rent + Wage + Interest + Profit
1) Expenditure method:
According to this method total expenditure incurred by the society in a particular year is
added to personal consumption expenditure, net domestic investment, government
expenditure and foreign net investment. Expenditure is incurred by both the individuals and
government.
GNP= C+I+G+If
C = Consumption
I= Investment
G= Government expenditure
If = Foreign investment
2) Value added method:
Another method of measuring national income is the value added by industries. The
difference between the value of material output and input at each stages of production is the
value added method.
Difficulties or Limitations in Measuring National Income:
Difficulties in National income estimation? (Nov 2017 & April 2018)
1. Definition not clear:
The definition of nation is a difficult one. For political purposes, we fix certain
boundaries to nation. But economically, it cuts across political boundaries.
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2. Problems of double counting:
There is also the problem of double counting in the case of product method.
3. At what stage to be calculated:
The stages of economic activities maybe classified into three – production, distribution
and consumption. At what stage of economic activity national income should be calculated is
another problem.
4. Pigovian paradox:
According to A.C Pigou, the salary of a maid servant is counted as a part of
national income. But when she becomes the mistress of the house, she does not get salary. It is
known as “Pigovian paradox”. Under this situation, it is difficult to calculate national income.
5. Methods to be used:
The method to be used in the calculation of national income is another problem.
6. Data not adequate:
There are so many difficulties in getting statistical data adequately for the calculation of
national income.
7. No habit of accounting:
If people are not having the habit of keeping regular accounts, it is difficult to calculate
national income.
8. Illegal income not included:
It is difficult to include income earned through illegal activities, transfer payments,
government’s income and expenditure in the calculation of national income.
9. Estimation of all income is difficult:
Many people simultaneously engaged in several economic activities. It is difficult to
estimate national income by industrial origin.
10. Prevalence of barter system:
National income is always measured in term of money. The prevalence of barter system
is another problem in the calculation of national income.
Importance of National Income Calculation:
1. For the economy:
National income data are of great importance of the economy of the country. These
days the national income data are regarded as accounts of the economy, which are known as
social accounts.
2. Economic planning:
In the present age of planning, the national data are of great importance. For economic
planning, it is essential that the data pertaining to a countries gross income, output and saving,
consumption from different sources should be available.
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3. International comparisons:
National income calculation helps us to make international comparisons. It helps us to
study the rate of growth of an economy.
4. Inter-sectoral growth:
It helps us to know inter-sectoral growth of an economy.
5. Planning:
The knowledge of national income trends is very essential for framing a realistic plan.
6. Distribution of income:
It enables us to know about the distribution of income among different classes of
people.
7. Impact of Government policy:
It helps in assessing the impact of government policy on various sectors.
8. Standard of living:
It helps us in comparing the standard of living of people in different countries and at
different times in the same country.
9. Research in Economics:
National income statistics is of significant use to the research scholars in Economics
University Imporatant One words:
1)Personal income is the income received by
a) Individuals
b) Industrialists
c) Agriculturists
d) None
2)Percapita income is
a) Population/national income
b) population – national income
c) National income/Total population
d) None
3)Disposable income is
a) Personal income – direct taxes
b) personal income – indirect taxes
c) personal income + subsidies
d) None of the above
4)Marshall’s definition of national income approaches from
a) Production
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b) Consumption
c) Distribution
d) Exchange
5)NNP = GNP –
a) Appreciation
b) Wage and salary
c) Factor income
d) Depreciation
6)Product method of national income is also known as
a) Value method
b) Inventory method
c) Expenditure method
d) Income method
7)One of the problems of counting national income is
a) Single counting
b) Double counting
c) (a) and (b)
d) None
8)“The National dividend is the objective income of the community” is given by
a) Simon
b) A.C.Pigou
c) Marshall
d) Hansen
9)Personal income – personal direct taxes =
a) Disposable income
b) Personal income
c) General income
d) personal tax
10)GNP at market price – indirect taxes= subsidies equals
a) GNP at current prices
b) GNP at factor cost
c) GNP at factor income
d) None of the above
11)Estimates of National Income in India are measured by
a) Planning commission
b) Ministry of finance
c) RBI
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d) Central statistical organization
12)National Income is always measured in terms of
a) Money
b) Goods and services
c) both (a) and (b)
d) none
13)Product method is also known as
a) Output method
b) Census method
c) Inventory method
d) All the above
14)Disposable income is equals to
a) C + S
b) C – S
c) Y – C
d) None
15)GNP =

a)
b)
c)
d)

C+I+G
C + I +G + (X + M)
C + I +G + (X - M)
C + I + G + (X-M) + (R-P)
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UNIT – III
THEORY OF EMPLOYMENT
Theory of Employment
Meaning of Full employment- Types of unemployment, Seasonal, frictional,
technological, structural, voluntary and involuntary, cyclical and disguised unemploymentKeynesian theory of unemployment- Classical theory of unemployment- Say’s law of market
Meaning and Definition of full Employment:
Full employment refers to a situation in which every able bodied person who is willing
to work at the prevailing rate of wages is, infact employed. Alternatively it is a situation when
there is no involuntary unemployment.
Pigou defined full employment as one “when everybody who at the ruling rate of wages
wishes to be employed is in fact employed”.
According to Lerner, “Full employment is that level of employment at which any further
increase in spending would result in an inflationary spiral of wages and prices.
J.M Keynes defined full employment as a situation in the economy in which an
expansion of effective demand fails to bring about an increase in output and employment. It is
a situation beyond which an expansion of effective demand will raise the price level”.
According to Beveridge “Full employment means having always more vacant jobs than
unemployed men”.
Meaning of under Employment:
Under employment is a situation of under – utilization of labour power. It implies that
some of the persons who are regarded as employed do not really work throughout the week or
month or a season. They may withdraw from labour force either due to non – availability of
gainful employment or due to commitment on social pre – occupations for some days of the
week.
Meaning of Unemployment:
Unemployment refers to a situation in which those who are willing to work at the
prevailing wage rate are unable to get job. It is a condition of the labour market in which the
supply of labour is greater than the number of job vacancies.
In simple terms, unemployment implies lack of employment opportunities. When
members of labour force wish to work but cannot get a job, they are said to be unemployed.
In India, a large number of labourers remain unemployed. From the economics point of
view, unemployment means wastage of manpower.
Types of Unemployment:
Explains various types of unemployment (NOV 2018)
Unemployment is of two types. They are:
1. Voluntary unemployment
2. Involuntary unemployment
Voluntary unemployment:
If people remain idle without doing any job willingly, it is voluntary unemployment.
There are people who do not wish to work.
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Voluntary unemployment is defined as a situation where the unemployed choose not to
accept a job at the going wage rate.
Pigou includes another class of person who will not work because wages rates are low.
(i.e.) it may educate unemployed in India who can maintain themselves with family income and
afford to remain unemployed for same time.
Involuntary unemployment:
In Economics, unemployment implies involuntary unemployment. According to A.C.
Pigou, a man is involuntary unemployed if he is not employed but desires to be employed.
When workers are willing to do the job at the market rate of wages but have no work to
do it is called Involuntary Unemployment.
Involuntary unemployment may be various types. They are:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Seasonal un employment
Structural unemployment
Cyclical unemployment
Frictional unemployment
Disguised unemployment
Technological unemployment
Regional unemployment
Classical unemployment

Seasonal unemployment:
This type of unemployment occurs due to the seasonal nature of some industries If
unemployment arises due to seasonal changes, it is seasonal unemployment results from
seasonal fluctuations in demand.This type of unemployment is inevitable so long as the
agricultural operations continue to depend on climatic conditions. Indian agriculture is a
seasonal occupation. Some people get jobs only for part of the year and remain unemployed
during the rest of the year.
Structural unemployment:
When unemployment exists because of structural changes, it is called Structural
unemployment. For example unemployment that arises as a result of continuous fall in export
trade is of this kind. It is called “Long term or Marxian unemployment”.
Cyclical unemployment:
Unemployment that arises due to cyclical fluctuations in business activities is called
cyclical unemployment. This type of unemployment occurs during the depression phase of
business cycle. A fall in production during depression causes a fall in employment.
Frictional unemployment:
When workers are temporarily out of work, it is frictional unemployment. This type of
unemployment occurs due to normal working of the economy. This unemployment due to
ignorance of job opportunities, shortage of raw materials, industrial reorganization and break
down of machinery and labour immobility.
Disguised unemployment :
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Explain disguised unemployment (Nov 2018)
This is also known as “Hidden unemployment”.
Disguised unemployment means more workers employed on a single piece of work than
actually required is called disguised unemployment. The persons who are employed and
remains unproductive throughout the work is said to be disguisedly unemployed.
This type of unemployment occurs due to over population in agriculture and lack of alternative
employment opportunities. In Indian agriculture where many people are said to be employed.
But if some are removed from land, there is no fall in agricultural productivity. In other words,
Marginal productivity of labour will be zero.
The term “Disguised Unemployment” is coined by Joan Robinson in 1935.
Technological Unemployment:
Technological Unemployment is the loss of jobs caused by technological change. It is a
key type of structural unemployment. Technological unemployment occurs with the
introduction of new machinery, and it said to be temporarily short-lived.
Regional unemployment:
When structural unemployment affects local areas of an economy it is called regional
unemployment.
Classical unemployment:
Classical unemployment is caused when wages are too high. This explanation of
unemployment dominated economic theory before 1930s, when workers themselves were not
accepting lower wages or asking too much high wages. Classical unemployment is also called as
“Real wage unemployment”.
Causes for Unemployment
1. A large number of technological advancements:
It is very needless to say that today we live in an age of technology. Previously
companies required a lot of labour in order to perform tasks for them.
However, nowadays, computers and various other machines can perform even the most
complex of tasks in just minutes. In addition to that, some years ago, even sending one
message or reply took so much of time.
2. Jobs have become increasingly specialized:
Big companies provide their employees with a large number of benefits and facilities. It
is for this reason that when looking for employees, they have a large number of specifications.
Unless a person fulfils all the requirements, he or she will not even be considered for the
position at hand.
3. Companies prefer hiring a few people on board:
Previously top companies hired a large number of people so as to ensure that all the
jobs get done in a proper manner, within the stipulated deadline.
Many bosses believe that hiring 5 competent people on board is better than having 20 average
people. Offices only hire rockstar employees who are all-rounders and are capable of excellent
work at all times.
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4. People voluntarily choose to remain unemployed:
The first kind of people prefer to wait for the right job to come along and that is why
they end up being unemployed. They too want to be employed but they are unwilling to take
up simply any and every job which happens to come their way.
5. A higher literacy rate among men and women:
Till a few years ago, the literacy rate of the world over was not very high at all. However
nowadays more and more people from even the rural regions are coming forward in order to
receive an education.
6. The issue of the immobility of the workforce:
In certain places, job opportunities are more than others. Some places are just not
developed enough to provide jobs to a large number of people.
Effects or Consequences of Unemployment:
1. Affects the economy of a region very negatively:
It is rather interesting to note that the global economic crisis is not merely a cause but
also an effect of unemployment.
2. Reduces the spending power of both the employed as well as unemployed:
Once people are unemployed they are naturally unwilling to have any purchasing
power.
However, besides the unemployed, even those who are employed are unwilling to spend a lot
of money, simply because they fear that if things get worse and the company closes down they
too might end up losing their jobs.
3. Makes the individual feel very depressed:
In addition to affecting the country and society it also negatively affects the individual
who begins to second guess all his decisions as well as his personal worth at such a time.
4. It is a cause of distress to the entire family:
When someone in the family is unemployed, it is usually not just that one person but
the entire family which is affected and has to suffer.
5. Increase in crime in the country:
Of all the negative effects of unemployment, one of the worst effects is that it leads to
an increase in crime in the country.
Say’s Law of Market
Explain say’s law of market? ( Nov 2018 & April 2016)
Introduction:
a. According to J.B say, a French economist “supply creates its own demand”. In other words,
every supply creates an equivalent demand for goods.
b. Every output produce injects an equal amount of purchasing power in the form of rent,
wages and profit.
c. This additional purchasing power leads to sale of the product. Therefore, the is no
possibility of over production and general unemployment.
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d. According to classical theories, people spend all their income. A part is spending on
consumption goods like food, clothing and shelter. The remaining amount of income is sale
the savings are automatically spent on investment goods like machines there will be no
leakage from the income stream.
e. Therefore, “supply creates its own demand”
Propositions and implications of the law:
Full employment in the economy:
The law is based on the proposition that there is full employment in the economy.
Increase in production means more employment factors of production. Under such a situation
the level of production will be maximum.
Proper utilization of resources:
If there is full employment in the economy, idle resources will be properly utilized which
will for the help to produce more and also generate more income.
Perfect competition:
Say’s law of market is based on the proposition of perfect competition in labor and
product markets. Other conditions of perfect competition are given below:
Size of the market:
According to Says law, the size of the market is large enough to create demand for
goods. Moreover, the size of the market is also influenced by the forces of demand and supply
of various inputs.
Automatic adjustment mechanism:
The law is based on this proposition that there is automatic and self-adjusting
mechanism in different market.
Role of money as neutral:
The law is based on the proposition of barter system the goods are exchange for goods.
But it is also assumed that the role of money is neutral. Money does not affect the production
process.
Laissez-faire policy:
The law assumes a closed capitalized economy which follows the policy of laissez faire.
The policy of laissez-faire is essential for an automatic and self adjusting process of full
employment equilibrium.
Saving as a social virtue:
All factor income is spent in buying goods which they help to produce whatever is saved
automatically invested for further production. In other words, saving is a social virtue.
Assumptions:
a. There is the existence of free enterprise economy.
b. Market is capable of further expansion.
c. There is existence of close economy.
d. All incomes received are spend immediately
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e. There non – interventions by the government, trade, trade unions etc.,
f. Long period is assumed.
g. Flexible interest rates
h. Existence of consumer’s sovereignty is assumed
Explanation:
Suppose, Rs.1000 cores worth of goods are produced by utilizing the available men and
material in a country. They can income generated is distributed among various factors of
production involved in production activities. An increase in income by Rs.1000 core increase
demand for goods to the same extent. Thus, supply creates its own demand.
Say’s law can be explained with the following flow
chart:
Income
Supply
Demand
Purchase goods Rs.1000
core
Ex Expenditure

Income generation in the
economy Rs.1000 core

Criticisms:
 The supply of goods does not create its own demand
 Say’s law is based on the unrealistic assumption of perfect competition.
 This law assumes the existence of a closed economy. But in practice, all the countries
are open economies.
 This law is based on the unrealistic assumption of non-intervention by the government.
 The law ignores the role play by the trade unions
Comparison between Classical and Keynesian view
CLASSICAL VIEW

KEYNESIAN VIEW

Equilibrium level of income and employment is
established only at the level of full employment.

Equilibrium is established at a point where AD=AS.
But this need not be a full employment level.

The economy as a whole always functions at full
employment level.

The economy generally functions at less than full
employment level.

Full employment is a normal phenomenon.

Full employment is a rare phenomenon.

Supply creates its own demand. Hence, there is no
possibility of general over-production and
unemployment.

Supply cannot create its equilibrium its equivalent
demand on its own.

Employment can be increased through money
wage-cut.

Employment can be increased through increases in
demand via investment.
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Equilibrium between saving and investment is
established through interest rate.

Equilibrium between saving and investment is
established by changes in income.

Full employment equilibrium is established through
interest rate.

Prices, waged and interest rates may not be flexible
because of monopolies and trade unions.

Advocated non-intervention by government in
economic activities.

Advocated government intervention to establish
equilibrium between AD and AS through monetary
and fiscal policies.

It is a long period analysis.

It is a short period analysis.

Keynesian Theory of Employment
Explain the importance of Keynesian theory of unemployment? (Nov 2018)
J.M. Keynes in his book “The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money”
(1936) explains the factors that determine the volume of employment at any given time.
As per Keynes theory of employment, effective demand signifies the money spent on
the consumption of goods and services and on investment.
The total expenditure is equal to the national income, which is equivalent to the
national output.
Therefore, effective demand is equal to total expenditure as well as national income and
national output.
The theory of Keynes was against the belief of classical economists that the market
forces in
.
Principle of Effective Demand:
The main point related to starting point of Keynes theory of employment is the principle
of effective demand. Keynes propounded that the level of employment in the short run is
dependent on the aggregate effective demand of products and services.
According to him, an increase in the aggregate effective demand would increase the
level of employment and vice-versa. Total employment of a country can be determined with
the help of total demand of the country. A decline in total effective demand would lead to
unemployment.
The effective demand can be expressed as follows:
Effective demand = National Income = National Output
Therefore effective demand affects employment level of a country, national income,
and national output. It declines due to the mismatch of income and consumption and this
decline lead to unemployment.
Determination of Effective Demand:
Keynes has used two key terms, namely, aggregate demand price and aggregate supply
price, for determining effective demand. Aggregate demand price and aggregate supply price
together contribute to determine effective demand, which further helps in estimating the level
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of employment of an economy at a particular period of time.
Aggregate Supply Price:
Aggregate supply price refers to the total amount of money that all organizations in an
economy should receive from the sale of output produced by employing a specific number of
workers. In simpler words, aggregate supply price is the cost of production of products and
services at a particular level of employment.
Aggregate supply price schedule is a schedule of minimum price required to induce the
different quantities of employment. Thus, higher the price required to induce the different
quantities of employment, greater the level of employment would be. Therefore, the slope of
the aggregate supply curve is upward to the right.
Aggregate Demand Price:
Aggregate demand price is different from demand for products of individual
organizations and industries. The demand for individual organizations or industries refers to a
schedule of quantity purchased at different levels of price of a single product.
On the hand, aggregate demand price is the total amount of money that an organization
expects to receive from the sale of output produced by a specific number of workers. In other
words, the aggregate demand price signifies the expected sale receipts received by the
organization by employing a specific number of workers.
Determination of Equilibrium Level of Employment:
The aggregate demand price and aggregate supply price help in determining the
equilibrium level of employment.
The aggregate demand (AD) and aggregate supply (AS) curve are used for determining the
equilibrium level of employment, as shown in Figure-3:

In Figure-3, AD represents the aggregate demand curve, while AS represents the
aggregate supply curve. It can be interpreted from Figure-3 that although the aggregate
demand and aggregate supply curve are moving in the same direction, but they are not alike.
There are different aggregate demand price and aggregate supply price for different levels of
employment.
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For example, in Figure-3, at AS curve, the organization would employ ON 1 number of
workers, when they receive OC amount of sales receipts. Similarly, in case of AD curve, the
organization would employ ON1 number of workers with the expectation that they would
produce OH amount of sales receipt for them.
In Figure-3, initially, there is a slow movement in the AS curve, but after a certain point
of time it shows a sharp rise. This implies that when a number of workers increases initially, the
cost incurred for production also increases but at a slow rate. However, when the amount of
sales receipt increases, the organization starts employing more and more workers. In Figure-3,
the ON1 numbers of workers are employed, when OT amount of sales receipts are received by
the organization.
On the other hand, the AD curve shows a rapid increase initially, but after some time it
gets flattened. This means that the expected sales receipts increase with an increase in the
number of workers. As a result, the expectations of the organization to earn more profit
increases. As a result, the organization start employing more workers. However, after a certain
level, the increase in employment level would not show an increase in the amount of sales
receipts.
Classical Theory of Unmeployment
The word, classical economists, was first used by Karl Marx to define the thoughts and
perceptions of various economics experts, such as Ricardo and Adam Smith. On the other hand,
Keynes considered classical economists as the followers of David Ricardo.
According to him, these followers were John Stuart Mill, Alfred Marshall, and Pigou.
Keynes was of the opinion that classical economics refers to traditional or conventional
principles of economics. He also advocated that these classical principles were accepted by
several renowned economists. In fact, Keynes himself acknowledged and taught these classical
principles and rejected the principles of laissez-faire.
Flexibility of Price and Wages:
The classical economists believed that there is always a condition of full employment of
resources in an economy. Besides this, they also advocated that the flexibility or adjustments in
price of products and wages of individuals facilitate the condition of full employment.
For example, in case of over-production, the prices of products decrease, which further
leads to an increase in demand and rate of consumption. Consequently, employment
opportunities would increase and unemployment would eliminate.
The classical economists also propounded another approach of reducing
unemployment, which signifies that the condition of full employment can be achieved by
cutting down wages. This would result in increase in demand for labor and lead to the condition
of full employment.
Say’s Law:
Say’s Law was given by J.B. Say, who was a French economist of early nineteenth
century. With the help of this law, classical economists justified the assumption of full
employment. In addition, Say’s Law also helped classical economists to believe that overproduction and unemployment are not possible in normal economic conditions.
Basic Assumptions of Say’s Law:
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a. Requires a perfectly competitive market and free exchange economy for the application
of Say’s Law
b. Assumes that all the saving is invested and income is spend immediately
c. Assumes that the flexibility in interest rate makes the saving and investment equal
d. Assumes that the government intervention is nil in the market, which implies that there
is no government expenditure government revenue, taxation, and subsidies
e. Decides and limits the market size on the basis of production volume of an organization
that makes aggregate demand equal to
f. Requires a closed economy for the application of the law
Another classical theory of employment was given by Pigou.
Implications of Say’s Law:
From the discussion of Say’s law so far in the above, there can be certain implication of the law.
Some of the implications of Say’s Law are discussed in the following points:
(a) Self-adjusting economy:
Assumes that market forces adjust themselves for the stabilization of an economy and
do not require any controlling authority for this purpose. Say’s Law also assumes that in a selfadjusting economy, the condition of disequilibrium is momentary or for a shorter duration of
time and the condition of equilibrium persists.
For example, if there is a condition of over-production, then prices would fall, which would
(b) Laissez-faire Approach:
States that there is no interference of the government in the economic activity. The law
assumes that if government intervenes in the self-adjusting economy, then it would create the
state of disequilibrium.
(c) Over-production:
Assumes that the condition of over-production does riot exist in an economy in general.
This is because of the reason that if there is over-production, then the prices would fall
immediately and the demand would increase without any time lag.
(d) Unemployment:
Concludes that the condition of unemployment cannot exist in normal economic
conditions. This is because as the unemployment arises, wages would fall. In such a case,
organizations would prefer to hire new employees, which would result in eliminating
unemployment.
(e) Money Supply:
Assumes that whole income is spent on consumer goods and the whole amount of
savings is invested immediately. Thus, money comes back to organizations only. According to
Say’s Law, there is always a closed economy and there is no interference of government, such
as subsidies, taxes, and tariffs.
(f) Limitless Productive Activities:
Assumes that the productive activities in an economy are limitless. In simple terms, the
activities related to economic development can be performed to any extent as aggregate
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demand cannot be nil. This leads to unlimited economic development opportunities for underdeveloped countries.
Concept of Equality of Savings and Investment:
According to Say’s Law, there would always be a certain amount of total spending for
keeping the available resources fully employed. The income generated by various factors of
production is spent on consumer goods. In addition, some part of this income is also saved.
The assumptions of classical theory of employment with respect to the concept of savings
and investment are as follows:
(a) Flexibility in Interest Rate:
Assumes that rate of interest is directly affected by the supply of saving and inversely
affected by the demand of investment. According to classical economists, the fluctuations in
the economy can be managed by market forces themselves to bring the economy back at
equilibrium position.
The relationship between the rate of interest (ROI) and the demand of investment (I) is
shown in Figure-1:

In Figure-1, II represents the demand of investment while SS represents the supply of
saving. At point P, II intersects SS, which implies that demand of investment gets equal to the
supply of saving. Therefore, P is the point of equilibrium at which the interest rate is Oi with the
investment and saving quantity of OQ.
When the investment increases to I’, then the rate of interest becomes Oi’ and economy
reaches to new equilibrium point that is P’. Therefore, it can be concluded that economy would
always be in equilibrium and there would be no situation of unemployment in the economy. In
addition, the rate of interest helps in bringing back the equilibrium condition of an economy
when there is a gap between savings and investment.
(b) Flexibility in Wage Rate:
Assumes that full employment condition can be achieved by cutting down the wage
rate. Unemployment would be eliminated when wages are determined by the mechanism of
economy itself.
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Figure-2 shows the relationship between wage rate and employment:

In Figure-2, when the wage rate is OW, then the employment is ON. As the wage rate is
reduced to OW, then the employment has increased to ON’. Prof. Pigou has taken this theory as
base for developing the solution of unemployment problem.
(c) Balanced Budget:
Assumes that the intervention of government in economic activities should be
negligible. In addition, the government should balance its income and expenditure. The classical
economists advocated that the government should follow the laissez-faire approach of
economy.
Criticism of Classical Theory:
Several economists have criticized the classical theory of employment.
The main points of criticism of classical theories are as follows:
a. States that supply creates its own demand that is not possible if certain part of income
is saved and aggregate revenue is not always equal to aggregate cost
b. Considers that the employment can be increased by decreasing the wage rate, which is
not true in the real world
c. Assumes that rate of interest helps in maintaining equilibrium between savings and
investments, which is not true in practical applications
d. Infers that the economy can be adjusted on its own and it does not require any
government intervention, which is not possible
e. Fails to explain the occurrence of trade cycles.
University Important Onewords
1. Technological unemployment arises due to
a) Technological changes b) Seasonal changes c) Structural changes d) Cyclical changes
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2. According to Pigou if labourers accept a wage which is equal to the marginal
productivity
a) No unemployment b) unemployment c) Won’t accept d) None of the above
3. Disguised unemployment arises due to
a) Full employment b)Over population c) Less production d) over production
4. “Full employment means having always more vacant jobs than unemployed men” is
given by
a) J.M Keynes b) J.S.millc) William Beveridged) Adam smith
5. A person who is not willing to accept a job at prevailing wage rate is called
a)Voluntary unemployment b) Social unemployment c) Involuntary unemployment
d) Cyclical unemployment
6. Unemployment means wastage of
a) Man power b) money c) resources d) None of these
7. Cyclical unemployment is also called as
a)Keynesian unemploymentb) Voluntary unemployment
c) Frictional unemployment d) None of these
8. According to Keynes unemployment is due to lack of
a) Capital formation b) Effective demand c) Public expenditure d) None of these
9. Say’s law of market is a
a) Classical b) Neo-classical c) Keynesian d) None
10. “supply creates its own demand” given by
a) J.B. Say b) Keynes c) Pigou d) Malthus
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UNIT - IV
CONSUMPTION FUNCTION
Meaning of consumption function- Relationship between consumption & IncomeRelationship between APC & MPC- Keynes psychological Law of consumption.
Meaning of Consumption Function
The functional relationship between consumption and income is called consumption
function (or propensity to consume). Consumption is related to income. In short a functional
relationship between total income and total consumption. In symbol,
C = f(Y)
C = Consumption
Y = Income
Here,
C= Dependent variable
Y= Independent variable
Consumption Schedule:
A schedule of consumption expenditure at various levels of income is called
a consumption schedule.
Income
Consumption
(Y)
C = f(Y)
0
40
50
70
100
100
150
130
200
160
The above table clearly explains that consumption is an increasing function of income.
Consumption expenditure increases with increase in income.
Y
C = f (Y)

C1

X
O
Y
Y1
In the figure, the line C shows linear consumption function. When income increases from OY to
OY1 consumption also increases from OC to OC1. Thus consumption is an increasing function of
income.
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Concepts:
The theory of consumption function is built upon four related concepts. They are
1. Average Propensity to Consume (APC)
2. Marginal Propensity to Consume (MPC)
3. Average propensity to Consume (APS)
4. Marginal Propensity to Save (MPS)
1. Average Propensity to Consume (APC)
The average propensity to consume is the relationship between total consumption and
total income in a given period. It is the ratio of consumption expenditure to any level of income.
Symbolically,
APC = OC
OY, where
APC = Average propensity to consume
C = Total consumption expenditure
Y = Total Income
2. Marginal Propensity to Consume(MPC)
Write about MPC?(Nov 2018)
The marginal propensity to consume is the incremental change in consumption as a
result of a given increment in income. It is the ratio of change in consumption to the change in
income Thus,
MPC=∆C,Where,
∆
MPC=Marginal Propensity to consume
∆C=Change in consumption
∆Y=Change in income
3.Average Propensity to save (APS)
The average propensity to save is the relationship between total saving and total
income in a given period. It is the ratio of savings to any level of income. Symbolically,
APS=S
Y , Where,
APS=Average propensity to save
S=Total Savings
Y=Total income
The average propensity to save is also an increasing function of income.
4.Marginal Propensity to Save
The marginal propensity to save is the incremental change in saving as a result of a given
increment in income. It is the ratio of change in savings to the change in income.
Thus,
MPS=S
Keynes’s Psychological law of Consumption
⃰Elaborate the Keynes psychological law of consumption? (Nov 2018 & April 2016)
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Keynes propounded the fundamental psychological law of consumption which forms the
basis of the consumption function. He wrote, “The fundamental psychological law upon which
we are entitled to depend with great confidence both a prior from our knowledge of human
nature and from the detailed facts of experience, is that men are disposed as a rule and on the
average to increase their consumption as their income increases but not by as much as the
increase in their income.” The law implies that there is a tendency on the part of the people to
spend on consumption less than the full increment of income.
Propositions of the Law:
This law has three related propositions:
1. When income increases, consumption expenditure also increases but by a smaller
amount.
2. The increased income will be divided in some proportion between consumption
expenditure and saving.
3. Increase in income always leads to an increase in both consumption and saving.
The three propositions of the law can be explained with the help of the following Table
Income (Y)
0
60
120
180
240
300
360

Consumption (C)
20
70
120
170
220
270
320

Savings (S=Y—C)
—20
—10
0
10
20
30
40

Proposition (1):
Income increases by Rs 60 crores and the increase in consumption is by Rs 50 crores.
The consumption expenditure is, however, increasing with increase in income, i.e., Rs 170, 220,
270 and 320 crores against Rs 180, 240, 300 and 360 crores respectively.
Proposition (2):
The increased income of Rs 60 crores in each case is divided in some proportion
between consumption and saving (i.e., Rs 50 crores and Rs 10 crores).
Proposition (3):
As income increases from Rs 120 to 180, 240, 300 and 360 crores, consumption also
increases from Rs 120 to 170,220,270,320 crores, along with increase in saving from Rs 0 to 10,
20, 30 and 40 crores respectively. With increase in income neither consumption nor saving has
fallen.
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Diagrammatically, the three propositions are explained in Figure 3. Here, income is measured
horizontally and consumption and saving are measured on the vertical axis. C is the
consumption function curve and 45o line represents income.
Proposition (1):
When income increases from OY0 to OY1 consumption also increases from BY0 to
C1Y1 but the increase in consumption is less than the increase in income, i.e., C 1Y1 < AY1 (=OY1)
by A1C1.
Proposition (2):
When income increases to OY1 and OY1 it is divided in some proportion between
consumption C1Y1 and C2Y2 and saving A1C1 and A2C2 respectively.
Proposition (3):
Increases in income to OY and OY lead to increased consumption C 2Y2> C1Y1 and
increased saving A2C2 > A1C1 than before. It is clear from the widening area below the C curve
and saving gap between 45° line and C curve.
It’s Assumptions:
Keynes’s Law is based on the following assumptions:
1. It assumes a Constant Psychological and Institutional Complex:
This law is based on the assumption that the psychological and institutional complexes
influencing consumption expenditure remain constant. Such complexes are income
distribution, tastes, habits, social customs, price movements, population growth, etc.
2. It assumes the Existence of Normal Conditions:
The law holds good under normal conditions. If, however, the economy is faced with
abnormal and extraordinary circumstances like war, revolution or hyperinflation, the law will
not operate. People may spend the whole of increased income on consumption.
3. It assumes the Existence of a Laissez-faire Capitalist Economy:
The law operates in a rich capitalist economy where there is no government
intervention. People should be free to spend increased income.
4. Implications of Keynes’s Law (Or Importance of the Consumption Function):
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Keynes’s psychological law has important implications which in fact point towards the
importance of the consumption function because the latter is based on the former.
The following are its implications:
1. Invalidates Say’s Law:
Say’s Law states that supply creates its own demand. Therefore, there cannot be
general overproduction or general unemployment. Keynes’s psychological law invalidates Say’s
Law because as income increases, consumption also increases but by a smaller amount.
2. Need for State Intervention:
As a corollary to the above, the psychological law highlights the need for state
intervention. Say’s Law is based on the existence of laissez-faire policy and its refutation implies
that the economic system is not self-adjusting.
3. Crucial Importance of Investment:
Keynes’s psychological law stresses the vital point that people fail to spend on
consumption the full increment of income. This tendency creates a gap between income and
consumption which can only be filled by either increased investment or consumption. If either
of them fails to rise, output and employment will inevitably fall.
4. Existence of Underemployment Equilibrium:
Keynes’s notion of underemployment equilibrium is also based on the psychological law
of consumption. The point of effective demand which determines the equilibrium level of
employment is not of full employment but of underemployment because consumers do not
spend the full increment of their income on consumption and there remains a deficiency in
aggregate demand.
5. Declining Tendency of the Marginal Efficiency of Capital:
The psychological law also points towards the tendency of declining marginal efficiency
of capital in a laissez-faire economy. When income increases and consumption does not
increase to the same extent, there is a fall in demand for consumer goods. This results in glut of
commodities in the market.
6. Danger of Permanent Over-saving or Under-investment Gap:
Keynes’s psychological law points out that there is always a danger of an over-saving or
under-investment gap appearing in the capitalist economy because as people become rich the
gap between income and consumption widens.
7. Unique Nature of Income Propagation:
The fact that the entire increased income is not spent on consumption explains the
multiplier theory. The multiplier theory or the process of income propagation tells that when an
initial injection of investment is made in the economy, it leads to smaller successive increments
of income.
8. Explanation of the Turning Points of the Business Cycles:
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This law explains the turning points of a business cycle. Before the economy reaches the full
employment level, the downturn starts because people fail to spend the full increment of their
income on consumption.
5. Determinants of the Consumption Function:
Keynes mentions two principal factors which influence the consumption function and
determine its slope and position.
They are
(i) the subjective factors
(ii) the objective factors.
The subjective factors are endogenous or internal to the economic system. They include
psychological characteristics of human nature, social practices and institutions and social
arrangements. They “are unlikely to undergo a material change over a short period of time
except in abnormal or revolutionary circumstances.” They, therefore, determine the slope and
position of the C curve which is fairly stable in the short-run.
The subjective and objective factors are discussed below:
Subjective Factors:
Keynes’s subjective factors basically underlie and determine the form (i.e., slope and
position) of the consumption function. The subjective factors are the psychological
characteristics of human nature, social practices and institutions, especially the behaviour
patterns of business concerns with respect to wage and dividend payments and retained
earnings, and social arrangements affecting the distribution of income. There are two motives
of subjective factors: individual and business.
1. Individual Motives:
First, there are eight motives “which lead individuals to refrain from spending out of their
incomes.”
They are:
i. The desire to build reserves for unforeseen contingencies;
ii. The desire to provide for anticipated future needs, i.e., old age, sickness, etc.;
iii. The desire to enjoy and enlarged future income by way of interest and appreciation;
iv. The desire to bequeath a fortune;
v. The desire to satisfy a pure miserly instinct.
2. Business Motives:
The subjective factors are also influenced by the behavior of business corporations and
governments.
Keynes lists four motives for accumulation on their part:
i. Enterprise, the desire to do big things and to expand;
ii. Liquidity, the desire to meet emergencies and difficulties successfully;
iii. Income raise the desire to secure large income and to show successful management;
iv. Financial prudence, the desire to provide adequate financial resources against
depreciation and obsolescence, and to discharge debt.
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These factors remain constant during the short-run and keep the consumption function stable.
Objective Factors:
The following objective factors are given by Keynes.
1. Changes in the Wage Level:
If the wage rate rises, the consumption function shifts upward. The workers having a
high propensity to consume spend more out of their increased income and this tends to shift
the C curve upward.
2. Windfall Gains or Losses:
Unexpected changes in the stock market leading to gains or losses tend to shift the
consumption function upward or downward. For instance, the phenomenal windfall gains due
to the stock-market boom in the American economy after 1925 led to a rise in the consumption
spending of the stock-holders by roughly in proportion to the increased income and as a result
the consumption function shifted upward. Similarly, unexpected losses in the stock market lead
to the downward shifting of the C curve.
3. Changes in the Fiscal Policy:
Changes in fiscal policy in the form of taxation and public expenditure affect the
consumption function. Heavy commodity taxation adversely affects the consumption function
by reducing the disposable income of the people.
4. Changes in Expectations:
Changes in future expectations also affect the propensity to consume. If a war is
expected in the near future, people start hoarding durable and semi-durable commodities in
anticipation of future scarcity and rising prices.
5. Changes in the Rate of Interest:
Substantial changes in the market rate of interest may influence the consumption
function indirectly. There are several ways in which the rate of interest may affect the
consumption function. A rise in rate of interest will lead to a fall in the price of bonds, thereby
tending to discourage the propensity to consume of the bond-holders.
6. Financial Policies of Corporations:
Financial policies of corporations with regard to income retention, dividend payments
and reinvestments tend to affect the consumption function in several ways. If corporations
keep more money in the form of reserves, dividend payments to shareholders will be less, this
will have the effect of reducing the income of the shareholders and the consumption function
will shift downward.
7. Holding of Liquid Assets:
The amount of liquid assets in the form of cash balances, savings and government bonds
in the hands of consumers also influence the consumption function. If people hold larger liquid
assets they will have a tendency to spend more out of their current income and the propensity
to consume will move upward, and vice versa. Pigou was of the view that with a cut in money
wage, prices fall and the real value of such assets increases. This tends to shift the consumption
function upward. This is called the “Pigou Effect.”
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8. The Distribution of Income:
The distribution of income in the community also determines the shape of the
consumption function. If there are large disparities in income distribution between the rich and
the poor, the consumption function is low because the rich have a low propensity to consume
and the poor with a very low income are unable to spend more on consumption.
“Moreover, if the distribution of income is significantly altered for political or humanitarian
reasons, consumer habits themselves may undergo such changes as to cause the position or
shape of the entire consumption function to vary perceptibly.”
9. Attitude toward Saving:
The consumption function is also influenced by people’s attitude toward saving. If they
value future consumption more than present consumption, they will tend to save more and the
consumption function will shift downward.
10. Duesenberry Hypothesis:
James Duesenberry has propounded a relative income hypothesis affecting the
consumption function. The first part of this hypothesis relates to the ‘demonstration effect.’
There is a tendency in human beings not only to keep up with the Joneses but also to surpass
the Joneses, that is, the tendency is to strive constantly toward a higher consumption level and
to emulate the consumption patterns of one’s rich neighbours and even to surpass them.
6. Measures to Raise the Propensity to Consume:
The propensity to consume remains stable during the short-run due to the existence of
certain psychological and institutional factors in the society. But “employment can only
increase paripassu with an increase in investment; unless, indeed, there is a change in the
propensity to consume,” as pointed out by Keynes.
Importance of Consumption Function:
1. Consumption function is an important tool of macroeconomic analysis. It is a tool as the
demand and supply functions are in theory of firm and industry.
2. It invalids say’s law which says that supply creates its own demand. When MPS < 1,
supply cannot creates its own demand.
3. It helps to derive the value of multiplier. Given the value of MPC, the value of multiplier
can be derived as follows. K= 1/ 1-MPC
4. The turning points of business cycle can be better explained with a rise or fall in MPC.
5. It helps to the crucial importance of investment.
6. It explains the declining marginal efficiency of capital (MEC). Since consumption does
not increase with increase in income.
University Important One words:
1) The ratio increased expenditure to increased income is
a) APC b) MPS c)MPC d) APS
2) APC =
a) c/yb) y/c c)Ac/Ay d)Ay/Ac
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3) The psychological law of consumption invalidates
a) Engel’s law b) Say’s law c) Law of demand d) None
4) MPC is always
a) 0<mpc<1 b)0>mpc<1 c)0<mpc=1 d) None
5) A change in investment leads to ------------ times change in income.
a) K b) MPC c) APC d)None
6) Average propensity to consume is equal to
a) C/Y b) dc/dY c)S/Y d) None
7) Determinants of consumption function is
a) Money income b) Wage level c) Rate of interest d) All the above
8) The psychological law of consumption propounded by
a) J.B say b)J.M Keynes c) A.C Pigou d) None
9) According to Keynes increase in ----- always leads to increase in consumption
a) Prices b) Income c) output d)None
10) Consumption function is a function of
a) Income and expenditureb) Consumption and savings c) Investment schedule d) None
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UNIT - V
MULTIPLIER AND ACCELERATOR

MULTIPLIER
Define multiplier. How do you measure it? (Nov 2018)

The concept of multiplier was introduced by R.F Khan. He used this concept to trace the
effect of an increase in investment in employment.
Keynes used this concept to explain the effect of a change in investment on income. It is
indicated in “K”.
Meaning:
Multiplier is the ratio of change in income to change in investment. It express the
quantitative relationship between the increase in national income and increase in investment.
. Multiplier (K), thus, is the ratio of increase in national income (∆Y) due to an increase in
investment (∆I). Put in symbols:
K = ∆y/∆I
Or
∆Y = K x ∆I
Where K = Investment multiplier, ∆Y = change in income, ∆I = change in investment.
Investment multiplier indicates the multiplying effect of investment on income.
Remember, the value of multiplier determines the rate of growth in the economy A higher
value of multiplier will attain a higher level of income and growth
Working Of the Multiplier:
Multiplier is the mechanism through which income gets propagated as a result of
original investment. How a new investment brings about a multiple increase in income by
increasing consumption is clear from the following example. This example gives us what may be
described as a ‘motion picture’ of income propagation under certain assumptions.
Assuming the marginal propensity to consume as ½, let us assume further that there is
an investment of Rs. 20 crore in public works. The MPC being ½ K (multiplier) will be 2[1/1-½=2]
An investment of Rs. 20 crore will increase the total income by Rs. 40 crore. When an original
investment of Rs. 20 crore is made, half of it will be spent on consumption by the income
recipients (because MPC = ½?, Rs. 10 crore out of Rs. 20 crore will be spent on consumption in
the first round).
In the second round, income shall increase by Rs. 10 crore.
In the third round, income shall expand by Rs. 5 crore, in the fourth by Rs. 2.5 crore, in
the fifth by Rs. 1.25 crore, and so on, till it has increased to Rs. 40 crore, i.e., 2 times the original
investment. Thus, we note there is an infinite geometric series of the descending variety, viz.,
Rs. 20 cr. + Rs. 10 cr. + Rs. 5 cr. + Rs. 2.5 cr. + Rs. 1.25 croresand so on adding up to Rs. 40 crore.
We see that the multiplier is equal to the ratio of the increase in income to the increase in
investment, i.e., Rs. 40cr/20cr = 2 . Therefore, the multiplier is 2.It may, however, be noted that
the whole process of income C, expansion is spread over time as the income does not increase
to Rs. 40 crore all at once. Keynes, however, did not give much importance to time lags
involved in the process of income generation. The simultaneous multiplier effects of investment
on 50 income are shown in Fig
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In this figure, CC consumption curve is drawn according to the MPC being ½ (0.5 at all income
levels).
E1Y1 gives us the equilibrium level of income.
For one reason or the other, investment rises from C + I to C + I + I’. The new curve C + I + I’
intersects the 45° line at E2.
E2Y2 gives us the new level of income atY2. It is greater than the old level of income (Y 1) by Y1Y2.
This is twice the difference between C + I and C + I + I’ curves. Thus, assuming MPC of 1/2 and,
therefore, the multiplier being 2, the original increase in investment leads to double the
increase in income Y1Y2.
Reverse Operation of the Multiplier:
Multiplier is a double-edged weapon. It works in the backward direction as much as in
the forward direction. The process of income propagation through multiplier does not work in
the forward direction only. It is quite possible that it may work in the reverse direction
depending upon the direction of the initial change in investment. Suppose, investment
decreases by Rs. 20 crore, there will be a net reduction in income to the extent of Rs. 40 crore,
(MPC = 1/2 and K = 2). The higher the MPC, the greater the value of the multiplier and greater
the cumulative decline in income. In other words, a community with a high propensity to save is
affected less by the reverse operation of the multiplier than the one with a low propensity to
save.
A high multiplier would cause greater jerks and shocking decline of income whenever
the investment falls. But there is one ray of hope—the MPC being less than one, multiplier is
not infinity. Just as consumers do not spend the full increment of income on consumption,
similarly, they do not curtail expenditure of consumption by the full extent of the decrement of
income. The reverse operation of multiplier is shown in Fig. 14.2.

In this figure, the S curve (drawn according to the MPS being ½) is interested by the I curve to
give us the equilibrium level of income Y 1 at E1 Y1. When investment declines from I to K the
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income also declines from Y1 to Y2 and a new equilibrium E2Y2 is obtained. The incomes
decreases by Y1 Y2 i.e., being double the decline in investment
Relationship between the Multiplier and the MPC:
Explain the relationship between Multiplier and MPC? (Nov 2018)
The value of multiplier is, in fact, determined by the marginal propensity to consume.
The multiplier is large or small according as the marginal propensity to consume is large or
small. Theoretically, the values of the multiplier can range all the way from one to infinity. It
can never be one because consumption always increases when income increases (i.e., MPC, is
never zero).
Further, multiplier can never be equal to infinity if Keynes’ assumption of the MPC being
less than unity is valid. Actual value of the multiplier varies from 2 to 4, according to the
different estimates made from time to time. The general formula which Keynes had written for
the multiplier is:

where K stands for multiplier and (1 – ∆C/∆Y) for the marginal propensity to save. In other
words, the multiplier is the reciprocal of the marginal propensity to save.
Importance of Multiplier:
Write the importance o f multiplier? (April 2016)
The introduction of multiplier analysis in income theory is one of Keynes’ path-breaking
contributions, in as much as it has not only enriched economic analysis but also profoundly
affected economic policies. “It is true that Lord Keynes did not discover the multiplier,
thathonour belongs to Mr. R.F. Kahn. But he gave it the role, it plays today, by transforming it
from an instrument for the analysis of ‘road-building’ into one for the analysis of ‘income
building’. From his own and subsequent work, we now have a theory, or at least its sound
beginning, of income generation and propagation, which has magnificent sweep and simplicity.
It set a fresh wind blowing through the structure of economic thought”.
From the foregoing qualifications and limitations it should never be concluded that the
concept of multiplier is of little use. Despite the structures, multiplier has been of great
importance both to economic theory and policy. Firstly, it established the immense importance
of investment as the major dynamic element in the economy. Not only did it indicate the direct
creation of employment, it also revealed that income was generated throughout the system
like a stone causing ripples in a lake.
Leakages in the Working Of Multiplier:
We have learnt about the timeless and instantaneous multiplier. But in actual practice
the working of the multiplier is affected by a large number of considerations. We see that the
whole of the increment in income is not spent on consumption nor is it entirely saved.
Therefore, the value of the multiplier is neither one nor-infinity. This is because there are
several leakages from the income-stream as a result of which the process of income
propagation is slowed down.
Important leakages are as follows:
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1. Saving:
Saving constitutes an important leakage to the process of income propagation. If the
whole of the increment in income was to be spent on consumption (i.e., if MPC is one) then,
‘once- for-all’ increase in investment would go on creating additional consumption so that the
full employment would ensure.
2. Debt Cancellation:
It has been observed that part of the income received by the people in the economy
may be used for paying off old debts to the banks and individuals, who may, in turn, fail to
spend. As such, the consumption is not stimulated and the value of the multiplier is thereby
reduced.
3. Imports:
If there is an excess of imports over exports, part of the increased income as a result of
increased investment will go to increase income in the foreign countries at least in the short
period. It is argued that in the long period, the increased income in the foreign countries will go
to increase the demand for exports and thus will have beneficial effects on the income of the
country importing goods.
4. Price Inflation:
Price inflation constitutes another important leakage from the income stream of an
economy. As long as there is unemployment of resources and factors of production, increase in
investment will have expansionary effects. Thus, as a result of price inflation a major part of the
increased income is dissipated instead of promoting consumption, income and employment.
5. Hoarding:
Hoarding or the tendency of the people to hold idle cash balances forms another
leakage. If the people have high liquidity preference and a tendency to keep idle cash balances
they will diminish the expenditure on consumption in the economy, thereby restricting the
value of the multiplier.
6. Purchase of Stocks and Securities:
Sometimes, people purchase old stocks and securities with the newly created income
and do not spend it on increased consumption. Some of them purchase new insurance policies.
Thus, this type of financial investment severely restricts the value of the multiplier, as the
increased incomes, instead of being spent on consumption, are spent on nominal (not real)
investments.
Criticisms:
i) It assumes as instantaneous relationship between income, consumption and
investment—it is a timeless phenomenon.
ii) It is of static nature which is unsuited to the changing process of the dynamic world, it
fails to reckon the influence of time lags and its results are obtained only under static
conditions,
iii) It ignores the influence of induced consumption on induced investment, i.e., there is a
relationship between the demand for capital goods and the demand for consumption
goods, i.e., the demand for capital goods is a ‘derived demand’,
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iv) Further, its sole emphasis on consumption is also not proper. It would be more realistic
to speak of a ‘marginal propensity to spend’ rather than to consume,
v) Again, Haberler feels that this multiplier theory is an un-verified hypothesis because
Keynes offers no adequate proof except a number of vague observations,
vi) Prof. L.R. Klein has pointed out that empirical studies in respect of the behaviours of
aggregate consumption in relation to aggregate income, show that actual trends in
spending have a much more complicated relationship which may be non-linear and the
assumption of linear relation between aggregate consumption and aggregate income is
open to question.
vii) Again, consumption is not the function of income alone and the marginal propensity to
consume is not constant as was assumed by Keynes as the basis of multiplier.
Acceleration
Meaning:
The concept of Accelerator was first propounded by a French economist, Albert Aftalin.
Later it was popularized by American economist J.M.Clark in 1917.
Definition:
According to Kurihara, acceleration in “the ratio between induced investment and an
initial change in consumption expenditure”
Symbolically,
a=∆I / ∆C
a= Accelerator co efficient
∆I= net change in investment
∆C= net change in consumption expenditure
Working of the Accelerator:
It is interesting to analyse the working of the Principle of Acceleration.
Accelerator depends primarily upon two factors:
i. The capital-output ratio, and
ii. The durability of the capital equipment.
A numerical example will clarify the dependence of acceleration value on the durability
of the machine, capital-output ratio being given.
Importance and Limitations of the Accelerator:
The introduction of the Principle of Acceleration enables us to understand the process
of income generation more clearly. But along with accelerator the process of income
propagation is speeded up.
When accelerator and multiplier join hands, more violent fluctuations in income occur
in upward and downward directions.
This multiplier-accelerator interaction enables us to throw light on one of the most
important features of business cycle.
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This feature is that the investment goods industries fluctuate more violently than the
consumption-goods industries.
It has helped us to show that small demand changes in consumption-goods industries
lead to considerably enlarged changes in investment-goods industries.
The multiplier-accelerator interaction has profoundly increased our understanding of
business cycles. Prof. Hicks’ theory of the business cycle is based primarily on the principle of
acceleration.
Further, Prof. R.F. Harrod has based his theory of Steady Growth on the acceleration
principle. Harrod’s analysis of economic growth grew out of his analysis of business cycle as a
dynamic economic phenomenon.
Despite its great theoretical importance, its qualifications indicate that attempts to
apply very simplified models using the acceleration principle are likely to give misleading
results.
The presumptions of a fixed ratio of consumer capital goods, of constant replacement
demand, of no excess capacity, of permanent demand are lacking in realism.
Conclusion:
The theory of accelerator is based upon the idea that income and the stock of capital
goods increase in flexible proportion. This is not the case where fundamental changes in
technology are changing both the capital-output ratio and durability of the machines. Economic
growth, furthermore, is not only dependent on capital. The accelerator is not adequate to
explain changes in aggregate investment.
Only under special circumstances and in the short run there is a proportional
relationship between output and the stock of capital goods. The acceleration principle is less
general in application than the multiplier; whereas the latter operates in both the forward and
backward directions, the accelerator is effective only in the upward direction (in the downward
direction it works only to the extent that replacement investment is not provided for).
Thus, it is clear that at least three basic conditions must operate for a ‘pure’ accelerator
model:
i. Existing capacity is fully utilized,
ii. Finances are adequate to permit satisfaction of accelerator-generated demand,
iii. The change in output is thought to be non-temporary.
Such requirements obviously limit the generality of the principle.
Importance / Uses of accelerator:
What are the uses of accelerator? (Nov 2018)
 The accelerator principle is used to help explain business cycles.
 The accelerator theory suggests that the level of net investment will be determined by
the rate of change of national income.
 If national income is growing at an increasing rate then net investment will also grow,
but when the rate of growth slows net investment will fall.
 There will then be an interaction between the multiplier and the accelerator that may
cause larger fluctuations in the trade cycle.
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University Important One words
1) If MPC is 0.5, the multiplier is
a) 5.0 b)2.0 c) 1.0 d)1.5
2) The ratio of increased expenditure to increased income is
a) APC b)MPC c) MPS d) APS
3) The concept of multiplier was first developed by
a) Keynes b)R.F.Khan c) Samuelson d) Hanson
4) K=1/1-m is used to find
a) Accelerator b) Multiplier c) Investment d) Consumption function
5) The effect of change in consumption on investment is
a) Multiplier b)Accelerator c) Investment function d) Consumption function
6) The concept of Accelerator was popularized by
a) Aftalinb) J.M Keynes c) J.M clark d) None
7) Accelerator is used to show
a) the effect of change in consumption on induced investment
b) the effect of change in investment on income
c) the effect of primary employment and total employment
d) none of these
8) The accelerator is
a) ∆I/∆C b) ∆S/∆Y c) ∆Y/∆S d) None
9) The reciprocal of marginal propensity to save is
a) Multiplier b) Accelerator c) Super-multiplier d) None
10) whenmpc is high the value of multiplier is
a) High b) low c)Zero d)Equal to one
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